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PURITY IN IDEAL LATTICES

BY

GRIGORE CĂLUGĂREANU

Abstract. In [4] T. HEAD gave a general definition of purity in complete

lattices. In this note the pure elements of the lattice of all the nonempty ideals of a

lattice are investigated.

1. Introduction. The utility of the purity as a property weaker then
the direct summand property in commutative algebra is well–known.

In [4] an element p of a complete lattice L is called pure if for each
compact element k ∈ 1/p, p has a complement in k/0. In a compactly
generated lattice pure elements are more easily characterized.

The compact elements in a quotient sublattice b/a of a compactly
generated lattice L are the elements a∨ c with c compact in L and a∨ c ≤ b.
Hence, if L is compactly generated, each compact element in a quotient
sublattice 1/p has the form p ∨ c, with c a compact element in L.

Remark 1.1. [4] An element p is pure in a compactly generated
lattice L if and only if for every element c compact in L, there is an element
d ∈ L such that p ∨ d = p ∨ c and p ∧ d = 0.

In what follows we study the pure elements in the lattice I(L) of all
the nonempty ideals of a lattice L. Recall (see [2], [3] and [1]) that this is
a (complete) compactly generated lattice, the compact elements being the
principal ideals.

If I, J ∈ I(L) we say that J is a complement of I in L (or, equivalently,
that I, J are complementary), if I ∨ J = (I ∪ J ] = L (see [3]) and I ∧ J =
= I ∩ J = {0} .
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2. Elementary remarks.
Lemma 2.1. [4] In a modular lattice each complemented element is

pure.

In the absence of the modularity, purity is no longer a weaker property
than complementariness (e.g., in the 5-element non–modular (but comple-
mented) lattice {0, a, b, c, 1} , a < b, the element a is complemented but not
pure).

Moreover, in a complete lattice L each element is compact if and only
if L is noetherian (i.e., has the ACC condition), so that in a complete noethe-
rian (in particular finite or compact) lattice, purity is a stronger property
than the complementariness (indeed, p is pure in L if and only if p has
complement in each c/0, p ≤ c, includes c = 1, with 1/0 = L).

Combining these two facts we get

Theorem 2.1. In a complete modular noetherian lattice an element
is pure if and only if it has a complement.

Further, each nonempty ideal in a lattice L is principal if and only if L
is artinian (i.e., has the DCC condition) and each lattice L can be embedded
by a 7→ a/0 in its lattice of ideals I(L), so that using

Consequence 2.1. An artinian lattice is isomorphic with its ideal
lattice
and

Consequence 2.2. In a lattice of finite length each element is compact
and each ideal is principal

one obtains
Theorem 2.2. In a lattice of finite length an element p is pure if and

only if p has a complement in each principal ideal that contains it.

Theorem 2.3. In a lattice of finite length an ideal is pure if and only
if it is generated by a pure element.

Proof. Using Consequence 2.2, a lattice of finite length is isomorphic
with its lattice of ideals. So p has a complement in each c/0 (with p ≤ c)
if and only if p/0 has an ideal complement in each (c/0)/{0} (with p/0 ⊆
⊆ (c/0)/{0}, i.e., p ≤ c).

A lattice is called sectionally (or principally) complemented if L has
zero and all the sublattices a/0 (a ∈ L) are complemented, and relative
complemented if each interval (quotient sublattice) is complemented. In a
lattice with zero, e ∈ L is called essential if e ∧ a 6= 0 for each a 6= 0.
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Clearly, each element in a sectionally (or relative) complemented lat-
tice is pure.

Moreover, a converse can be obtained using the following simple result

Lemma 2.2. In a compactly generated lattice the only pure and es-
sential element is 1.

Proof. Let p be a pure and essential element in a compactly generated
lattice L. According to Remark 1.1, for each compact element c ∈ L there
is an element d ∈ L such that p ∨ c = p ∨ d, p ∧ d = 0. The element being
essential, d = 0 and so p = p ∨ c or c ≤ p. L being compactly generated
p = 1.

Then

Theorem 2.4. In a compactly generated modular lattice each element
is pure if and only if the lattice is sectionally complemented.

Proof. Let us recall some auxiliary definitions and results:
In a lattice L with zero, b is called a pseudocomplement [see [5]] of a if b

is maximal relative to the property b∧a = 0. L is called pseudocomplemented
if each element has at least a pseudocomplement.

Each upper continuous [see [2]] (or, in particular, compactly generated)
lattice is pseudocomplemented. Obviously each principal ideal a/0 of an
upper continuous lattice is also an upper continuous sublattice, and hence
it is pseudocomplemented.

If b is a pseudocomplement of a in a modular lattice L, then a ∨ b
is essential in L.

Finally, if in a compactly generated (and hence upper continuous)
modular lattice L each element is pure, for an arbitrary a ∈ L let b be a
pseudocomplement of c in a/0. Then b∨c is essential in a/0 and hence, using
the previous Lemma, b ∨ c = 1 so that b is also a complement of c in a/0.
Notice that in an upper continuous lattice, if p ≤ a and p is pure in L,
then p is also pure in a/0̇.

We insert here a

Consequence 2.3. If L is modular, each ideal in I(L) is pure if and
only if I(L) is sectionally complemented.

Indeed, L is modular if and only if I(L) is modular and I(L) is com-
pactly generated.

Example. In a partition lattice each element (ideal) is pure.

Indeed, a partition lattice is relatively complemented so that each
element is pure.
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3. Pure ideals in bounded or complete lattices. First of all,
I(L) being a compactly generated lattice,

Remark 3.1. An ideal P ∈ I(L) is pure if and only if for each
principal ideal a/0 (a ∈ L), there is an ideal I ∈ I(L) such that P ∩ I = {0}
and P ∨ I = P ∨ (a/0).

Hence, taking a = 1,

Remark 3.2. In a bounded lattice, each pure ideal P has a comple-
ment in I(L).

Hence, in a bounded lattice the purity in the lattice of all the ideals is
stronger than complementariness.

Moreover,

Theorem 3.1. If L is a bounded modular lattice an ideal in I(L) is
pure if and only if it is complemented.

Indeed, L is modular if and only if I(L) is modular and one applies
Lemma 2.1.

A little more can be said about the principal pure ideals and their
connection with the complemented ones.

A simple case is the one of the artinian lattices. Using the previous
remark and Consequence 2.1 we immediately obtain

Theorem 3.2. Let L be an artinian lattice with a largest element and
p ∈ L. If a (principal) ideal p/0 is pure then p/0 (or p) is complemented.

Indeed, in this case L is bounded, all the ideals are principal, the lattice
L is isomorphic with its ideal lattice and the ideal p/0 is complemented in
I(L) if and only if p is complemented in L.

Consequence 3.1. Let L be an artinian modular lattice with a largest
element and p ∈ L. Then p/0 is pure if and only if p is complemented.

In a bounded lattice L, notice that p/0 is complemented in I(L) if p
is complemented in L but the converse does not generally hold.

Further

Theorem 3.3. Let L be a bounded lattice. If p ∈ L is a distributive
complemented element in L then the principal ideal p/0 is pure in I(L).

Proof. If p ∨ q = 1, p ∧ q = 0 then (p/0) ∨ ((q ∧ a)/0) = (p/0) ∨ (a/0)
and (p/0) ∧ ((q ∧ a)/0) = {0}.
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Indeed, p∨ (q∧a)distr= (p∨q)∧ (p∨a) = p∨a and p∧ (q∧a) ≤ p∧q = 0
and the Remark 3.1 holds.

Consequence 3.2. Let L be a bounded artinian lattice and let p∈L be
a distributive element. Then p/0 is pure if and only if p is complemented.

From [3] recall that each standard element is a distributive element. Then

Theorem 3.4. Let p be a standard element in a bounded lattice L.
Then p/0 is pure if and only if p is complemented.

Proof. Taking a = 1 in Remark 3.1, p/0 being pure in I(L), there is
an ideal I ∈ I(L) such that (p/0)∨I = L = 1/0, (p/0)∧I = {0}. These ideals
being principal and p (or p/0) being standard, using Exercise 17, p.151 [3],
the ideal I is also principal, say I = q/0. Hence q is a complement of p in L.

The converse follows using the above remark and theorem.

4. Pure ideals in noncomplete lattices with zero. Notice that
we have not defined pure elements in a noncomplete lattice L with zero
but even for such lattices pure ideals are defined I(L) being (complete and)
compactly generated. The example below was provided by Prof. G. Grätzer.

Set N (R) = {X ∈ P(R)|card(X) ≤ ℵ0} and consider the correspon-
ding lattice (together with the usual ∩ and ∪). Clearly ∅ is the smalest
element and N (R) has no largest element. Hence this is not a bounded and
so not a complete lattice. In fact, this is a noncomplete sublattice in the
Boole algebra (P(R),⊆) and so it is a distributive (and so also modular)
lattice.

In I(N (R)) the principal ideal generated by X is P(X), the set of all
the subsets of X.

Proposition 4.1. Each principal ideal in I(N (R)) is complemented
and hence pure.

Indeed, each principal ideal P(X) has as complement P(R−X)∩N (R)
(recall that this lattice is distributive and I ∨ J = {i ∨ j|i ∈ I, j ∈ J} holds,
for I, J ∈ I(L) in each distributive lattice L).

Remark 4.1. Not every ideal in this lattice is pure.

Indeed, consider in N (R) the set P of all the finite subsets of R is
clearly an ideal (closed to unions and lower bounds).

P is an essential element in I(N (R)) (i.e., ∀J ∈ I(N (R)):P∩I 6= {∅}).
Hence P has no (relative) complements and hence P is not pure nor com-
plemented.

In this case (noncomplete lattice with zero) there seem to be no more
general connections between pure elements and complements.
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5. Pure–simple lattices of ideals. A complete lattice will be called
pure–simple if its only pure elements are 0 and 1.

Some elementary results can be obtained using Lemma 2.2.

Consequence 5.1. A compactly generated lattice such that all the
nonzero elements are essential is pure–simple.

Consequence 5.2. Let L be a lattice with zero. If all the nonzero
ideals in I(L) are essential then I(L) is pure-simple.

Lemma 5.1. If a lattice L has a smalest nonzero element then each
element is essential. If L is finite or in L the meet of all the essential
elements is nonzero the converse also holds.

Proof. The first part is obvious, each meet of two nonzero elements
containing the smalest nonzero element.

As for the converse, clearly L has at most one atom a (otherwise each
atom would not be essential). This must be a lower nonzero element (for
each b 6= 0, surely a∧ b 6= 0 and then a∧ b = a or a ≤ b). If L has no atoms
both hypothesis imply that the meet u of all the essential elements must be
nonzero. Moreover, this is the lower nonzero element.

Consequence 5.3. If L has a lower nonzero (principal) ideal then
I(L) is pure–simple.

Consequence 5.4. A finite lattice L is pure–simple if and only if it
has a smalest nonzero (principal) ideal.
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